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Materials:  
02 Bead Gallery® turquoise dyed reconstituted stone molded beads
 15x20mm Buddha (12357) 
23 Bead Gallery® aqua multi Czech glass faceted rondell 4x6mm 
 beads (18416) 
38 Bead Gallery® Czech fire polished faceted glass round 3mm light 
 green AB beads (18549) 
18 Bead Gallery® aqua dyed dolomite round beads 8mm (12932) 
16 Bead Gallery® natural wood with abalone inlay 10mm beads  
 (16699) 
38 Bead Gallery® multi-pack – hemimorphite round stone beads (sizes 
 10mm, 8mm) (17127) 
14 Bead Gallery® aqua dyed dolomite round beads 12mm (13228) 
38 Bead Gallery® dyed reconstituted stone turquoise rondell beads 
 5x8mm (10984) 
42 Bead Gallery® topaz luster Czech glass rondell 2x8mm beads 
 (18577) 
15 Bead Gallery® Czech table cut faceted glass lentil travertine edge 
 8mm turquoise beads (18561) 
11 Loops – Beadalon® remembrance memory wire, round, bracelet, 
 bright (JMBT-1Z) 
02 Bead Gallery® silver tone plated brass ball head pins 0.7x35mm 
 (12954) 
 
Tools: 
Beadalon slim line round nose pliers (201A-014) 
Beadalon 2 slim line chain nose pliers (201A-011) 
Beadalon classic memory wire shears (JTMEMCUT2) 
 
Time: Less than 45 minutes 
 
Level Of Difficulty: Beginner 
 
Instructions: 
 

1. Using memory wire cutters, cut 11 loops of memory wire. 
2. Using round nose pliers, form simple loop. 
3. Slide green Czech 3mm, aqua Czech rondelle (repeat 22 times), 

green Czech 3mm, 18 aqua dolomite 8mm, 16 wood/abalone, 17 
hemimorphite rounds, 14 aqua dolomite 12mm, 38 turquoise dyed 
howlite rondelles, 42 Czech topaz rondelles, 21 hemimorphite rounds 
8mm, (Czech lentil, green Czech 3mm) repeat 13 times, and Czech 
lentil. 

4. Trim end of wire and form a simple loop. 



5. Using head pin, string Buddha bead, form partial 
loop, connect loop to left side of bracelet and 
complete wrapped loop. 

6. Repeat step 6 on right side of bracelet. 


